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Abstract: In last years, many modulus sets in the Residue Number System (RNS) for increasing Dynamic Range (DR) and parallelism 

are presented. Hence, for reach these purposes a new 5-Moduli Set  for even n, and its 
efficient reverse converter design are introduced in this paper. This modulus set contains pair-wise relatively prime, and it offers the 

maximum feasible DR. New CRT-I and MRC are used to obtain a high-performance memory-less reverse converter for this modulus 
set. Also, we review improving the modular multiplication with this modulus set, and its dynamic range compared with other modulus 

sets.

INTRODUCTION 

The Residue Number System (RNS) is a valid method for 

the implementation of fast arithmetic and fault tolerant 

computing. The RNS with its carry-free operations, 

parallelism and enhanced fault tolerance properties has been 
used in computer arithmetic since the 1950s [1]. These 

characteristics make it very useful in some applications 

consisting of digital signal processing, fault tolerant 

systems, image processing systems and cryptography. 

Different modulus sets have been suggested for the RNS 

that have different properties with regards to the reverse 

conversion (Residue to Binary or R/B), Dynamic Range 

(DR) and arithmetic operations. The moduli of the 

forms ,  and  are very popular according to 

their easy arithmetic operations [2]. RNS has achieved more 

attention by researcher in recent years for its ability to do 
fast arithmetic operation like addition, subtraction and 

multiplication [3]. Modular multiplication is the most 

important aspect of public key cryptography algorithms like 

RSA and elliptic curve cryptography. RNS is the best way to 

speed up these applications because of its carry free nature. 

Efficiency of modular multiplication in RNS is depending 

on choosing of modulus set. The first step for designing an 

RNS system is the modulus set selection. The modulus set 

comprises of a set of pair-wise relatively prime integer 

numbers. 

 
The dynamic range of an RNS system is defined in terms of 

the product of the module, and it denotes the interval of 

integers which can be represented in RNS uniquely. The 

proper selection of a modulus set has an important role in the 

design of the RNS systems because the speed of RNS 

arithmetic unit and the complexity of residue to binary 

converter is affected of the form and number of the modulus  

 
set [4]. Up to now, many modulus sets have been suggested 

for RNS which can be sorted based on their DR [2]. The 

prominent 3n-bit DR modulus sets are  

[5],  [6],  [7] 

 [8]. The DR provided by these 
modulus sets is not practical for applications which require 

larger DR with more parallelism. Accordingly, 4n-bit DR   4-

moduli sets such as , {

} [9],  

[10] and  have been 

suggested to raise parallelism in RNS arithmetic unit. Then, 

5n-bit DR modulus sets such as  [12], 

 [13],

 [14] have been introduced. 
Some of these modulus sets have defects, for example in 

modulus set 

, Modulo  is a low-
performance modulo [2]. 

 

Lately, 6n-bit DR modulus sets such as

1,22 −2, 22 +1−3 [15] and  {22n,22n+1−1,2n+1,2n−1} 
[16] have been suggested and researchers tend to do 

research in these modulus sets. It should be noted that there 

is no special modular adder for modulo of the form . 
Hence, the generic modular adders must be use for 

performing modulo  addition [2]. Accordingly, the 

use of modulo  is cause increasing the delay and the 
cost of the reverse converter. 

 

In this paper, an efficient memory-less reverse converter for 

a new RNS modulus set 

 is suggested. The converter for the proposed 
6n-bit DR modulus set is attained by an adder-based 
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implementation of the New CRT-I and MRC without the use 

of ROM or multiplier. 

BACKGROUND 

Residue Number System: The Residue Number System is 

defined in terms of a relatively-prime modulus set 

{ } where gcd( ) = 1 for i  j , and   

gcd(a, b) denotes the greatest common divisor of  a  and b. 

A weighted number X  can be represented as X = (

), where 

                             (1) 

This representation is unique for any integer  X  in range   

[0, M , where  M =  is the DR of the 

modulus set { } [17]. 

 

New Chinese Remainder Theorem 1: by New CRT-I [18] 

with the 4-moduli set { } the number  X  can be 

computed from its corresponding residues ( )  

using the following equations 

        (2) 

Where  

                                    (3) 

                                                   (4) 

                                                               (5) 

 

The  and  in above equations are multiplicative 

inverses. 

 

Mixed-Radix Conversion: by MRC [19] the number  L  can 

be computed as following 

                     (6)                                             

 

The coefficients  s for tow module can be calculated by 

                                                                               (7) 

                                               (8) 

REVERSE CONVERTER  

The proposed reverse converter contains of two converters 

named part A and part B.  In part A, New CRT-I is used to 

extract efficient reverse conversion algorithm for the 

modulus set . In part B, 

MRC is used for the modulus set  that is 

the subset of module . Also, adder-based hardware 

implementation of the conversion algorithms is illustrated. 
Designing part A: The following theorems, propositions and 

properties are needed for extracting conversion algorithms. 

We ought to show that the module are pair-wise relatively 

prime for any natural number n. 

 

In this paper we assumed 

 and . 

Theorem 1. The modulus set {

} contains pair-wise relatively prime numbers. 

Proof. We must demonstrate that the numbers

are relatively-prime. Hence, based 
on Euclid’s Theorem, we have 

gcd(a, b) = gcd(b, a mod b).                                       (9) 

Therefore, we have 

gcd( , ) = gcd( , 2) = 1               (10) 

gcd( , ) = gcd( , 2) = 1               (11) 

gcd( , ) = gcd( , ) = 1            (12) 
 

So, our proposed modulus set can be used in the RNS, and 

we can now deal with its reverse converter. 

Lemma 1. The multiplicative inverse of  modulo 

( ) is . 

Proof. By letting the values ,

, ,

in (3), we have 

                 

                    

                                             (13) 

            

Lemma 2. The multiplicative inverse of  

modulo ( ) is . 
Proof. By considering (4) it is obvious that  

                

                    

                    

                   .                                             (14) 

 

Lemma 3. The multiplicative inverse of 

 ( ) modulo ( ) is  . 

Proof. By letting , , ,

in (5), then we have 

                 

                    

                     
                    .                                              (15) 

 

Theorem 2. In the RNS relying on the 4-moduli set 

{ } = { }, the 
number X  can be computed from its corresponding residues 

( )  by 

    

(16)   

 

Proof. By letting , ,

, and the values of   from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 

into (2), equations (16) is procured.     

Property 1. The residue of a negative residue number ( ) 

in modulo  is the one’s complement of  , where 

 [20]. 

Property 2. The multiplication of a residue number  by  

in modulo  is preformed by P bit circular left shift, 

where P is a natural number [20].  
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Regard the 4-moduli set { } 
and let the corresponding residues of the integer number X  

be ( ). The residues have bit-level representation 

as: 

                                     (17) 

                                     (18) 

                                        (19) 

                                     (20) 

 

We simplify equation (16) as follows: 

                                     (21) 
Where 

                (22) 

 

     

 

                                 (23) 

 

 

 

                                           (24) 

 

We can divide equation (24) in two parts  and  as 

follows: 

                               (25) 

Where 

      

        

 

      (26) 

 

      

        

 

                      (27) 

 

Then,  can be written as 
 

 (28) 

 

Now, equation (28) can be computed by 

                               (29) 

Where 

                                       

 

 

 

        

 

         

         ).                                     (30) 

 

                                       

 

 

  

       

 

    (31)                                                  

 

Finally,  can be calculated as follows: 
 

 

 

         

 

                   

 

 

 

          ).                                       (32) 

 

Because, (20), (27) and (31) have some constant bits, thus we 

can use the following vectors in place of , , and . 

 

                          (33) 

.                                             (34) 
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           )                                        (35) 

    We know that 

                 (36) 

Therefore, Equation (19) can be computed as follows: 

.           (37) 

 

Designing part B: Regard the subset { } 

and let the corresponding residues of the integer number L  

be ( ). For  and  the 
residues have bit-level representation as: 

                           (38) 

                     (39) 

Now, implementation of part B can be done with MRC 

algorithm. At first we must obtain the multiplicative inverse 

 with equations as follow: 

                                 (40) 

Then  

                   .                                       

(41) 

We have 

                               .                                             (42) 

      .                         (43) 

So 

                                                               (44) 

.   

(45) 

Equation (43) can be simplified as below 

                   .                               (46) 

 

  .                              (47) 

 

          (48) 

 

We know that  is a number that is smaller than , 

so we can consider two cases for . First, is smaller 

than , and the second, when is equal to . 

Therefore, if , we have  

 

     .                                            (49) 

Else if , the following binary vector can be 

achieved as 

 

           .                                                     (50) 

Therefore,  can be calculated as below 

      .                                        (51) 

Now, we can rewrite (45) as follow 

.                (52) 

                                                                  (53 ) 

.              (54) 

 

.        

(55) 

                  

Since, we can use the L as input for module  

instead of  . Thus we can rewrite equation (32) as follow: 

 

       .             (56) 

            

At last, the number X in (21) is achieved by below equation 

.     

(57) 

Example 1: Examine the modulus set {

} where . The weighted number X 
can be computed from its RNS representation (97, 87, 5, 2, 

2) as follow For  the modulus set is {512, 257, 17, 5, 

3} and also residues have binary representation as below 

                          

                          

                          

                          

                         . 

By supposing the values of residues and  in (33), (26), 

(32), (30) and (35) we have 

                          

                          

                          

                          

                          

Next, the required values must be substituted in (37). So 

 
           

Finally, by letting values of Z and  in (57) the weighted 

number X  can be calculated as follows: 

. 

To show the accuracy of these equations, we have: 
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So, the weighted number  in the RNS based on the 5-

moduli set {512, 257, 17, 5, 3}has representation as (97, 87, 
5, 2, 2). 

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE 

Hardware implementation of the suggested reverse 

converter for the 5-moduli set 

 with input residues 

( ) is shown in Figure 1. Implementation is 

based on (37) and (57). In the first step, the operand 

preparation unit 1 (OPU 1) prepares the needed operands 

(33), (26), (30), (35), (47) and (51) and these preparations 

depend on simply manipulating the routing of the bits of the 

residues. We require  NOT gates for doing the 

inversions in (33), (35) and (49). Also, a (n/2)-bit 2 1 

multiplexer (MUX) is used for obtaining (51). Realization of 

(37) depends on a 5-operand modulo ( ) adder [21], 

and it can be implemented by three -bit carry save adders 

(CSAs) with EAC followed by one modulo ( ) adder. 

Because (26) and (30) has ( 3) bits of 0’s (4 ) of 

the FA’s in CSA1 and CSA2 are reduced to the pairs of 

XOR/AND gates. For achieved (46) we used modulo 

( ) adder. In addition, OPU2 and OPU3 prepare the 
needed operands (54) and (56) respectively, and these 

preparations depend on simply manipulating the routing of 

the bits of the residues. For done (55) we used carry 

propagate adder1 (CPA1). Also, since (35) has ( ) bits 

of 1’s, (2 ) of the FA’s in CSA3 are reduced to the 

pairs of XNOR/OR gates. It is important to know that 

realization of (57) depend on simple concatenation without 
the use of any calculative hardware.  

It can be seen from Table I comparison of conversion delay 

and hardware requirements of the different reverse 

converters. 

MODULAR MULTIPLICATION 

To calculate the modular multiplication of two integers A 

and B, we can consider the binary product of the input 

operands followed by a reduction of the product, modulo m 

[22]. Considering P = A  B, and , the n least 

significantly bits of product, the subsequent equations 

depicts the arithmetic operations included in the calculation 

of the multiplications modulo { }, { }, 

{ }, { } and { }. 

 

Modulo { }: By Considering P as the binary product 

of A and B, we can describe multiplication modulo {

} by: 

 

 

                         .                                (58) 

Modulo { }: The multiplication modulo{ } 

of A and B, can be calculated by:   

 

                      .                         (59) 

 

Modulo { }: For this modulo, the modular 

multiplication can be illustrated by: 

 

                     .                              (60) 

 

Modulo { }: The multiplication modulo { } of 

A and B, can be computed by:   

 

             .    (61) 

 

Modulo { }: Considering P as the binary product of A 

and B, multiplication modulo { } can be described as 

follows: 

 

              .      (62) 

 

As shown in Table I, the proposed modulus set 

{ } provides the 
dynamic range greater than other modulus sets. The 

dynamic range of this modulus set is -bit. Therefore more 

efficient modular multiplication is obtained by the suggested 
modulus set. Since the modular multiplication is the 

important part of public key cryptography algorithms 

specifically RSA and elliptic curve cryptography, thus this 

proposed modulus set with high dynamic range will be very 

useful to improving these applications. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper introduced high dynamic range 5-moduli set 

{ }. Also, efficient 
reverse converter for this modulus set based on New CRT-I 

and MRC is presented. The proposed converter architecture 

is memory-less and adder-based and it can be efficiently 

pipelined. Furthermore, with the new proposed modulus set, 

the internal RNS arithmetic circuits as well as the reverse 

converter can be implemented efficiently. 
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Table: 1 Conversion Delay and Hardware Complexity Comparison 

 

* m=n-4, 9n-12 and 5n-8 for n=6k-2, 6k and 6k+2, respectively, and L is the number of the levels of a CSA tree with ((n/2)+1) inputs. 

 

Figure: 1 Converter for modulus set { }. 
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